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information which should enable them to behave same as
pedestrians in simulation 2) Creating different kinds of real
life situations such as panic situation and evaluating the
behavior of agents, which should be same as real life. There
are different crowd simulation models which can be divided
into three types 1) Cellular automata 2) Velocity based 3)
Flow based. Cellular Automata based discrete models have
been in use mostly for architectural purposes [1][2]. These
models define the two dimensional space with fixed blocks
and occupants can move from one block to another following
the movement rules such as keeping in view the free space if
not occupied by another agent or obstacle. These type of
models failed to simulate the situations when high density
crowd is encountered as agents get limited only to restricted
moments, therefore during turbulent flow situation, it fails to
portray well these situations. Later, [3] the game based
models have introduced the plenty based payoff rules to
improve the collision avoidance rules. But still it lacks in
mimicking the turbulent flows in high density crowds
efficiently. Velocity based models emerged from research in
game designs. [4][5] design the agents to select their
behavior mostly from choosing the direct path to the
destinations and changing their velocities. These models
design the agents to plan their paths ahead to avoid collisions
but they also lack in planning the variable velocities in high
density crowds as every condition changes during high
density crowds due to turbulent flows. In flow based models,
the most famous is social force model [6], which have been
used with different modifications [7][8]. This model models
the agents as particles which move under effect of different
kinds of forces. The proposed RBAS model is based on
social force model and defines particles as agents which have
capability to plan their paths to avoid collisions. During the
turbulent flows, the agents behave as sliding bodies which
gives the exact situation of a real crowd.

Abstract—Simulation of crowd behaviors is a widely discussed
topic for over a decade for computer games, architecture and
entertainment. The most important thing is that agents should
execute the human like behaviors in real life scenarios. This
situation becomes very complex with dense crowds. Our
proposed Realistic Behavior Agent Simulation (RBAS) model
simulates the agents from the knowledge of empirical findings
of crowd physical behaviors and crowd psychology. This paper
presents a novel technique to design the agents to with
following modules 1) Path planning behavior for collision
avoidance 2) Situation awareness during herding behavior and
turbulent flow in high density crowds. 3) Personal Reaction
bubble (PRB) based response and perceptions. The evaluation
with real life situations is performed to validate the RBAS
model. The RBAS model allows the agents to use cognitive
understandings to plan ahead their path using the visual
perception information. This model encapsulates the emergent
crowd behaviors such as self-organization behavior in herding
situation. During turbulent high density flows, most of the
existing models fail to predict the behavior of agents, the
evaluations show the RBAS model mimics the same behavior
of the crowd in different situations.
Keywords- Crowd Simulation, Agents modeling, Collision
Avoidance, Situation assessment

I.

INTRODUCTION

When a large number of people gather in a confined
space or area, they make a crowd. It is difficult to know that
how they will move and pass through a confined space and
how the buildings and pathways should be built such that
people passing through them do not have situation of
congestion and jamming and they pass easily without
injuries or problems. It is cumbersome and dangerous to
bring a large number of people along and to perform the
experiments, therefore it is feasible to make the realistic
simulation and making the model and then collecting real
users data based on the results from that model.
The crowd of people is a complex design system. To
handle the complexity, one way is to model the situation
comprised of individual people into simulations and making
the results based on them. Such techniques are called agent
based modeling and are related to social sciences areas and
introduce randomness in model. They are already in use in
different and diverse areas, such as molecular biology,
economics and physics. Human behaviors are complex
emergent phenomena, which are difficult to encompass using
just mathematical or physics knowledge. The basic steps to
make simulations are 1) Designing of agents with sufficient
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II.

PROSPOSED MODEL

The proposed model introduces the realistic crowd
behaviors based on cognitive and physiological findings and
have been demonstrated in path planning, situation
awareness. To design the realistic simulations the physical
size of the agents is very important, it should be same as real
life pedestrians. The physical size is important to simulate
turbulent flows and egress analysis [9]. The agents in the
simulator have been designed as ellipses with derived
dimensions from Architectural graphic standards [10]. The
model is based on Helbing model [6]. The agents in our
model have same forces as SFM [7]. Borrowing the concepts
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field of vision (FOV) with 90o. The static obstacles are more
important than moving obstacles. Using these findings, a fan
shaped IPS is proposed for each agent. The IPS changes its
range based on speed variations. It goes to180o during
turbulent flows. During normal walking, the IPS has
sectional angle of 90o. The IPS is a spatial area in which
agent finds possible interactions with other agents or wall.
IPS around an agent is shown is figure 1.
The collision estimation in crowd simulation is based on
detection of people moving with variable speeds and their
impact estimation on agents. In previous studies such as [13],
a collision prediction angle based on other person direction
and gaze direction angle was used to identify the collisions.
Most of the algorithms focus on collisions only, but they do
not care about the collision types.

from physics, the social forces concept means that forces are
being modeled based on laws of motion such that person
movement is due to the resultant forces acting on it, which in
result will produce acceleration and thus affect the
movement of the person. The resultant force on an agent a is
given by, ݂Ԧ is the sum of three main forces and one random
force ݂Ԧ ;
݂Ԧ ሺݐሻ ൌ  ݂Ԧ ሺݐሻ   σஷ ݂Ԧ ሺݐሻ   σ ݂Ԧ௪ ሺݐሻ 
Ԧ
 ݂ ሺݐሻ  ݂Ԧ௦ ሺݐሻ
(1)
where desired motivation force ሬሬሬሬሬԦ
݂ , the interaction force
݂Ԧ , the repulsive force ݂Ԧ௪ , the resistive force ݂Ԧ௦ , the
random force ݂Ԧ is used to induce noise and random
behavior in subsequent simulations to produce multiple
unique behaviors. In [11] Mehran et al. explained the
abnormal behavior in real life scenes using social force
model. But he used the social force model without any
randomness factor in social force and explained that he
detected dynamic crowd behavior in real life scenes using
social force model without randomness in model. We call it
this randomness force as random behavior and to include this
randomness in simulator, we used the random force ݂Ԧ in
resultant force݂Ԧ . This also tends to make random situations
and unpredictability which are the key features of real life
scenarios. The particles in the crowd simulator have been
included with a random force, which is based on the
Gaussian distribution of the previous force of the particle.
The random force ݂Ԧ ሺݐሻ is generated by the Gaussian
ଵ
normal distribution with ࣨሺͲǡ ݂Ԧ ሺ ݐെ ͳሻሻ, where mean is 0

ଵ
and variance is ݂Ԧ ሺ ݐെ ͳሻሻ in which k is the scaling factor

Figure 1. IPS around an agent in proposed model

The collision types are of much importance to plan the
path and to interact with other agents and environment. The
collisions can be of three general types i.e., (i) Head on
collision (ii) rear end collision (iii) side collisions. These
collisions are estimated by the agents for planning path
ahead. From psychology [14], the agents take the paths with
priority where they have no chance of collisions or if there is
a chance then it should be side collisions. Therefore, the type
of collision estimation is important. In real life, the
pedestrians estimate their path and try to avoid head on or
rear end collisions and there are chances of side collisions.
To embed this quality in agents, a collision control function
counters for the estimation of all the three kinds of collisions.
The agent detects the expected interaction response in one
simulation cycle and changes its direction again in next
simulation cycle based on estimation of next interaction.
This cycle performs as cognitive cycle. The function used to
estimate collisions between the agent A and the agent under
impact B is given by impact angle estimation ߠ and impact
distance estimation by ܫ at simulation time ݐ.
(2)
ߠ ൌ ሺߠௗ ሻ௧ାଵ െ ሺߠௗ ሻ௧
(3)
ሺߠௗ ሻ௧ ൌ ሺȁ߮െሺߠ   ߠ ሻȁሻ௧ 
(4)
ܫ ൌ  ሺሺ݀ ሻ௧ାଵ െ ሺ݀ ሻ௧ ሻ



and ݂Ԧ ሺ ݐെ ͳሻሻ is the resultant force on particle in previous
time instant. The forces ݂Ԧ and ݂Ԧ௪ change themselves
during turbulent flows in high density situations as explained
in section B.
A. Path planning for collision avoidance
The SFM model based of flow of gas molecules has
drawbacks that agents do not have information of the
environment. Therefore, during the simulations the agents try
to engage in situations earlier than expected and undergo
rigorous collision due to effect of immense forces in high
density crowds. The particles in SFM model modelled on
physics based rules try to create panic earlier than expected.
The agents in RBAS model plan ahead to avoid collisions
and choose the path with minimum effort and collisions. The
path planning module is based on the fact the when
pedestrians walk in any area, they look around and plan their
trajectories by estimating the movements of other pedestrians
around and also taking into effect the interaction effects from
them. This area is called information processing space IPS
[12]. Using head mounted eye tracker and laser range
scanners in controlled environment, the IPS came up with
important observations. The pedestrians pay more attention
to the objects which are in front at smaller distances than
side objects. The pedestrians pay more attention to people in

݂݅ߠ   ିଵ
and ܫ   ߛ௧
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ଶ
ௗ

(5)
(6)

where ߠ is the impact angle estimation and ݀ is the
calculated distance between agents A and B at simulation
times t and t+1. ݎis the radius of agent which is its semi
minor axis of ellipse and ݀௧ is the threshold distance
between two bodies, which depends on situations during
simulations and changes during normal and panic behaviors,.
The ݀௧ decreases in case of panic behavior and increases in
case of normal behavior. It is normally equals to the personal
area (as mentioned in Section C), during normal situations
and in case of herding behavior and turbulent flows, it
decreases to intimate area. ߛ௧ is the threshold distance
between the two agents and it is equal to semi major axis of
intimate area. The eq. 4 and eq. 5 makes the agent to plan
ahead its trajectory. For planning the path without collisions,
the eq.5 and eq.6 should be true. The type of collisions
depend on the ߠ andܫ , there will be head on collision, if ߠ
decreases and distance ܫ also decreases
(7)
ܫ < ߛ௧ and ߠ ؆ Ͳ
The collision will be side collisions as far asߠ  Ͳ, and
ܫ decreasing.
ܫ > ߛ௧ and ߠ  Ͳ
The agent tries to avoid from head on and rear side
collisions and if there is no other way, then there is chance of
side collisions, which occurs mostly during turbulent flows.
This impact prediction technique is quite useful to mimic the
real life pedestrians. The impact estimation brings the sense
of environment and interactions planning in agents. The
agents do not act like gas particles which just diffuse and
create a clogging at doorways and pathways.

where k is a constant, ݃ሺݔሻ ൌ Ͳ if A and B do not touch
each other else it is equal to ݔ. The ݇݃ሺݎ െ ݀ ሻοݒ ݐԦ
counters for sliding friction force during high density
situations, able to produce turbulent flows and tangential
motion in case of high density crowds. The body B is
replaced with w in case of walls. The crowd under these
forces act like sliding motion as occurs during high density
crowd movements. One example of this is during Hajj
pilgrimage [16].
C. Personal Reaction Bubble
The areas of attention and areas of perceptions of persons are
defined by personal reaction bubble (PRB). These spaces
define the areas of interaction of pedestrians and vary from
culture to culture. This PRB is useful in defining areas of
interactions of agents. According to Hall et al., [17], this
personal reaction bubble consists of four layers model
provides a framework to produce realistic simulations of the
crowd. As the radii of circles vary from culture to culture,
people have different perceptions depending on the kind of
layer. Previously these layers have been designed either as
circle shaped [18] or ellipse shaped [19]. We define these
shapes as semi ellipses. From cognitive and psychological
heuristics, these semi ellipse shape have proven to be true
estimation of interaction areas. Only first area, intimate layer
space is full ellipse, this is due to the reason that pedestrians
feel rear end interaction forces only when they have other
pedestrians in that layer. The other layers are semi ellipses as
shown in figure. 2

B. Situation Awareness
The crowd simulation models currently in use have been
designed for different situations, but a few models take into
account the high density crowd situations, in which
turbulent flows occur. The physical interactions among
bodies change, causing unintentional movements that are
not possible in real life heuristics. The agents keep pushing
behavior and there is shaking effect during high density of
agents, as agents designed on basic social forces keep on
pushing and repelling other agents. In real life, during high
density crowd situation, pedestrians usually produce sliding
motion in crowds rather than just repelling interaction force.
This change in SFM also produces the herding behavior, in
which people give up their already defined directions and
follow other pedestrians to get out of situation. A physical
contact force is included in SFM model. This force is
inspired by the contact force modeled by Moussaid et al.,
[15]. The force is given by body force and physical contact
force, which counters for body and sliding movement during
high density clogging. The revised inter-agent force is given
between two agents A and B as:
ೝಲಳ షಲಳ

݂Ԧ ൌ ሼܣ ݁ ಳಲ
݀ ሻοݒ ݐԦ ሽ

Figure 2. Personal Reaction Bubble for RBAS model. The four layers
define the interaction layers of an agent.

III.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The crowd simulation model has been developed on
C++. The simulation model allows to create different
scenarios and range of agents. The variable numbers of
agents enter into the simulator at random positions and time.
The agents have random birth rate (time to come in
simulation) which is modeled by the poisson distribution.
The time at which the particles enter is also randomly timed
based on normal distribution. Figure 3. shows the crowd
simulator

 ݇݃ሺݎ െ ݀ ሻ݊ሬԦ  ݇݃ሺݎ െ
(8)

In eq. 8, the ݇݃ሺݎ െ ݀ ሻ݊ሬԦ part accounts for the
body force and counteracts with the body compression,
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which we collected the empirical data of spread of
pedestrians in the street. The speed and occupancy of agents
in street for 480 seconds is recorded. The same scenario was
designed in simulation and first the SFM [6] based particles
were and then our model RBAS was used. During these
simulations, the data is collected using different flows such
as unidirectional, counter, cross flow and all directional
flows. The occupancy is defined as the area covered by the
agents in case of simulation and by pedestrians in cases of
ETH video. The agents vary from 0 to 30 and it corresponds
to same number of people as in video. The trajectories have
been plotted and demonstrated to show speed density
relationship in Figure 4 (b). The results show that our RBAS
model has the similar behavior as dataset, while particles in
SFM model lacks to perform according to the situation.
The love parade disaster videos which were recorded just
before the disaster have been evaluated to create the same
environment in simulation. The pressure cue is used as
feature to relate the same effect of behavior of agents with
our model. The crowd pressure [15] is defined as local
density versus local velocity variance. The calculations are
done for 1000 frames of video right before the disaster where
the turbulence started. The results have been demonstrated in
Figure 4 (c). The results show that RBAS model creates the
same pressure on given density as in the dataset.

Figure 3. Crowd Simulator

The proposed model has been tested with different kinds
of scenarios with varying densities. The model has been
evaluated with SFM model and changes in model have been
demonstrated. The RBAS model performance has been
studied in following cases. The trajectories executed by the
agents with the variations in density of people in simulation
are performed. The ratio of trajectories executed to original
trajectory versus density (agents/inch2) is plotted. Different
types of flow of agents during simulations were tested. The
original trajectory is the path taken by the agent during
normal conditions i.e., laminar flow, the agent passes
through the simulated environment without many
interactions, this behavior is also observed during line
formation situation especially at train, bus stations and
narrow alley, as even the density increases, the crowd acts as
self-organized to let the flow the agents. The stop-and-go
waves event also appears, the ratio goes upto 110 %. The
effort of agents to reach the destination increases as the
density increases. This effect is also termed as faster-isslower effect [20]. During turbulent flows, the density
increases from start with density, as the people are moving
with much varying speeds in crowd. This turbulent flow
describes the panic behavior in which agents mostly do
collision avoidance more than situation awareness. During
herding behavior, the effort to reach the destination
increases, as the agents act like a group and follow the front
agents. The agents access the situation and give up their
primary path planning and do sliding motion among crowd
and follow the other agents which are dependent on the flow
of crowd also. This also demonstrates the group behavior.
The effort to reach the destination in Herding behavior is less
than turbulent flow. These results have been demonstrated in
the Figure 4(a). The simulations have been performed with
varying number of agents and simulations have been
performed iteratively with varying parameters to validate the
results. The density goes from 10 agents to 150 agents. The
results have been shown in Figure 4 (a).
To evaluate our simulation model with real data, we
performed the simulation by mimicking the exact scene from
the videos of ETH walking pedestrian dataset BIWI [21], in

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a novel approach to produce realistic
crowd behaviors and RBAS crowd simulation behavior
model is proposed. The algorithm simulates the agents as
ellipse with particular sizes. The agents have sense of
environment and plan their own path to avoid collisions.
The shaking and repelling effect in agents have been
reduced using the body contact and sliding forces. The
interactions among agents have been modeled based on
personal reaction space. This modification in SFM model
makes the model more realistic as every parameter has been
modeled from the results of phycology and video tracking.
Finally, the RBAS model has been tested for different
types of crowd situations such as laminar, stop-and-go wave,
turbulence and herding behaviors. The evaluations of the
model are performed as compared with SFM and empirical
data. The love parade disaster event was also evaluated using
our model. The results show that our RBAS model
outperforms in diverse situation and models the realistic
agents in crowd. This makes this model to overcome the
problems of models already in use. As evaluations show that
the model is able to create real life situations, this model can
be employed for performing behavioral analysis of crowd
situations with confidence.
Future developments will be using this simulation model
and creating a behavior detection algorithm. Then, using that
algorithm to embed behaviors in agents in crowd.
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Figure 4. (a) The path travelled /original path versus density of agents [agents/in2]. Different types of flows were demonstrated such as Laminar, Stopand-go waves, Turbulent and Herding behavior.

Figure 4. (b) Evaluation of RBAS model with SFM [5] and BIWI dataset [21] , using average speed versus occupancy.

Figure 4. (c) Crowd pressure evaluation for Love Parade Disaster and using the same situation in RBAS model
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